
September   Event 
Friday   11th Neptune opposition 
 
Monday  14th Moon near Venus and M44 
 
Thursday  17th Moon - new 
 
Monday  21st Piscids peak 
 
Wednesday  23rd Barrow sunlight ray 
 
Thursday  24th Moon - first quarter 
    Walter sunlight ray 
 
Friday   25th Moon near Jupiter and Saturn 
    Equilux 
 
Tuesday  29th Saturn stationary 
 
October 
Thursday  1st Moon - full,  
    Mercury greatest elongation east 
 
Friday   2nd  Moon near Mars 
 
Saturday  3rd Venus near Regulus 
 
Thursday  8th Draconids peak 

Coventry and Warwickshire Astronomical Society 
The society usually meets on the second Friday in the month, at Earlsdon Methodist Church Hall. The meetings begin 
at 19:15 and end at 21:30. 
 
Web Site: http://www.covastro.org.uk 
Mailing list 
Join the CAWAS mailing list and receive irregular information of astronomical events and CAWAS news. 
 
To subscribe just send an empty email to:  covwarksastro-subscribe@yahoogroups.co.uk 
To post a message send to:   covwarksastro@yahoogroups.co.uk 
To unsubscribe send to:    covwarksastro-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.co.uk 
 
Chairman       Mira editor 
John   07762 061518 johndavis744@tiscali.co.uk  Ivor 024 76319519 ivorlclarke@btinternet.com 
 
Secretary 
Geoffrey  01926 335399  gfjohnstone@btinternet.com  
 
Vice Chairman       Skynotes 
Alan  024 76270169  alandocwho@yahoo.co.uk   Mark 024 76543689  mark@covastro.plus.com 
 
Treasurer 
Vaughan 01926 402414   

Forthcoming CAWAS Meetings on Zoom at 7:00pm BST 
Friday September 11th    Nick James Comets in 2020. 
Friday October 9th Tom Killestein Hunting  the Afterglow of Gravitational Wave Events 

Observing Sessions with RADAS at Barby Cricket Club at 19:00 clock time.  
In general two dates are given, the one to be used will be notified the day before. 
 
September 18/19 (at 20:00) October 16/17, 20/21 November 13/14, 20/21 

Coventry and Warwickshire 

Astronomical Society 

Sky Notes 
September 11th to October 9th 2020 No. 276 

The Winged Horse 

The Great Square of Pegasus formed by Alpheratz, Scheat, Alganib and 
Markab dominates the southern sky at this time of year. The interior of 
the square appears almost devoid of stars in our light polluted skies, al-
though 13 stars above sixth magnitude should be visible. Also within the 
square are two bright Mira type variable stars; W, with a range of mag. 
+8.2 to +12.7 and a period of 346 days and Z, +8.4 to +13.2 in 335 days. 
Near the star Enif lies M15, one of the brightest globular clusters at mag. 
+6.2 and with a diameter of 18’ it is a magnificent sight in any telescope. 
Near NGC7331 in the north of the constellation is the famous galaxy 
group known as Stephan’s Quintet, four of which are associated and one, 
NGC 7320 is a foreground object. Another famous galaxy below the 
square, NGC 7619, was the most distant galaxy (173 million light years) 
known in 1929 at the time when Hubble was formulating his redshift – 
distance law of the expanding universe.  
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Time given in these skynotes is Co-ordinated Universal Time (UTC) 
known as GMT here in the UK. Add one hour to get clock time in BST. 
 
Sun continues its journey south moving from Leo into Virgo crossing the 
celestial equator at 13:31 on Sept 22, the Autumnal Equinox. Except that 
due to refraction, equal day and equal night (the Equilux) does not occur 
until Sept 25. 
 
September 11th Rise 05:34 Set 18:30 Dec +4° 19’ 
October 9th  Rise 06:21 Set 17:24 Dec –6° 40’ 

Mercury (–0.3 5.3” 84% to +0.3 7.9” 43%) moves from Virgo into Libra and 
on Oct 1 passes through its greatest elongation east of 25.8°. Unfortunately 
it is too close to the horizon at sunset to be visible this month. 
 
Venus (–4.2 17.9” 64% to –4.0 14.7” 74%) moves from Cancer into Leo 
and is visible in the east in the morning sky, rising at 01:30 at the beginning 
of the month and 02:40 at the end. On Sept 14 the crescent Moon lies 4° to 
the north with the Beehive Cluster, M44, between the two. Throughout the 
month Venus draws closer to Regulus in Leo, passing it on Oct 3 just 10’ to 
the east. 
 
Mars (–2.1 20.4” to –2.7 22.5”) lies in Pisces (see chart on the cover) and 
is visible all night high in the southern sky, overtaking Jupiter in brightness 
as it heads towards opposition next month. From Sept 18 Syrtis Major 
Planum starts to rotate into view. On Oct 2 the Moon 3° lies to the south.  
 
Jupiter (–2.5 43.0” to –2.3 39.4”) lies in Sagittarius and is visible low in the 
south in the first half of the night culminating around 19:00. Jupiter sets at 
23:40 at the beginning of the month and 22:00 at the end, then it passes 
through its stationary point on Sept 13 as it starts to move prograde again. 
On Sept 25 the Moon lies 7° to the east.  
 
 
Saturn (+0.4 17.7” to +0.5 16.9”) lies in Sagittarius, 8° to the east of Jupiter 
setting not long after it at 00:30 at the beginning of the month and 22:40 at 
the end. Like Jupiter it passes through its stationary point on Sept 29 and 
on Sept 25 the Moon lies 3° to the south. 
 
Uranus (+5.7 3.7”) lies in Aries and is visible all night high in the southern 
sky rising at around the same time as Mars as it too heads towards opposi-
tion next month. 
 
Neptune (+7.7 2.4” to +7.7 2.3”) lies in Aquarius and is the third planet that 
is visible in the southern sky all night as it passes through opposition on 
Sept 11. 

Meteors  
Piscids are visible thoughout late September and into October and only 
produce one or two meteors per hour, but they are slow and long duration 
events are sometimes seen. The shower’s peak around September 21 
should not be troubled by the crescent Moon. 
 
Giacobinids (Draconids) visible from Oct 6 - 10, are named after their 
parent comet 21/P Giacobini-Zimmer and only produce a few meteors per 
hour, except on the rare occasions that the cometary stream crosses the 
Earth’s orbit. As the comet passed through perihelion in 2018 enhanced 
activity is not expected. Observing the peak on October 8 is slightly ham-
pered by the last quarter Moon 

Algol (β Persei) is an eclipsing binary that every 2.86 days dims from 
mag. +2.1 to +3.4. This month it reaches minimum brightness at 00:08 on 
Sept 14, 20:56 on Sept 16, 22:37 on Oct 6 and 19:25 on Oct 9. 

Lunar Sunlight Rays occur when the sun rises above a crater on the 
Moon and shines through a gap in its wall falling onto an otherwise dark 
crater floor. On Sept 23 at 19:40 a ray of sunlight can be seen crossing 
Barrow Crater and on Sept 24 at 19:30 one crosses Walter Crater. 

Crater Rays surround 
some of the impact cra-
ters on the Moon and 
until recently it was a 
mystery as to how they 
were formed as simula-
tions were unable to 
reproduce them. It was 
realised though that 
they only form when 
the surface onto which 
an impactor falls is un-
even, as the undula-
tions modify the shock-
wave from the impact 
to form jets of ejecta. 

Redshift of a spectral line z = observed wavelength/emitted wavelength - 1  
 
NGC7619 in Pegasus has a z = 0.0125 which means that the red line of 
hydrogen at 656nm is actually observed at 664nm, so still red. However, 
the most distant galaxy known, GN-Z11, has z = 11.1 so the line is ob-
served at 7,938nm and well into the infra-red part of the spectrum. 


